Abstract. In this paper, considering Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and LandauLifshitz's energy-momentum definitions in both general relativity and teleparallel gravity, we compute the total energy distribution (due to matter and fields including gravitation) of the universe based on generalized inhomogeneous space-times. We obtain that Einstein and Bergmann-Thomson definitions of the energy-momentum complexes give the same results, while Landau-Lifshitz's energy-momentum definition does not provide same results for these type of metric. However, it is shown that the results obtained are reduced to the energy-momentum density of the Robertson-Walker spacetimes already available in the literature.
Introduction
Einstein's theory of general relativity is an excellent theory of space, time and gravitation and has been supported by experimental evidences, but some of its features are not without difficulties. For example; the subject of energy and/or momentum localization has been a problematic issue since the outset of this theory [1] . Recently, this problem has also been argued in alternative gravitation theory, namely, teleparallel gravity.
Since the advent of general relativity, many physicists have been working on this topic. To find a generally accepted expression, there are different attempts. However, there is still no generally accepted expression known. The first of such attempts was made by Einstein who suggested a definition for energy-momentum distribution [2] . Following his definition, different people proposed different energymomentum complexes, e.g. Tolman [3] , Papapetrou [4] , Landau-Lifshitz [5] , BergmannThomson [6] , Møller [7] , Weinberg [8] , Qadir-Sharif [9] and teleparallel gravity analogs of Einstein, Landau-Lifshitz, Bergmann-Thomson [10] and Møller [11] definitions. These energy-momentum definitions except for the Møller formulation are restricted to calculate the energy-momentum distributions in quasi-Cartesian coordinates. Møller discussion and conclusion. Throughout this paper, Latin indices (i, j, ...) represent the vector number, and Greek indices (µ, ν,...) represent the vector components. All indices run from 0 to 3 and we use the convention that G = 1, c = 1 units.
Inhomogeneous Universe
The metric for inhomogeneous cosmological model is given by [29] ,
where the dx 2 sections have zero spatial curvature. The non-vanishing components of the Einstein tensor G µν (≡ 8πT µν , where T µν is the energy-momentum tensor for the matter field described by a perfect fluid of density ρ and pressure p) are
where x, y and t indices describe the derivative with respect to x, y and t. The cosmological model given by Eq. (1) reduces to the spatially flat Friedmann-RobertsonWalker metric in a special case. Defining b(x)=1 and c(y)=1 and transforming the line element (1) to r, θ and φ coordinates according to x = rsinθcosφ, y = rsinθsinφ, z = rcosθ gives
which describes the well-known spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker space-time.
For the line element (1), the metric tensor is written
and its inverse is
The non-trivial tetrad field induces a teleparallel structure on space-time which is directly related to the presence of the gravitational field, and the Riemannian metric arises as
Using this relation, we obtain the tetrad components
and their inverses are
3. Energy-momentum in general relativity
Einstein Energy-momentum
Energy-momentum prescription of Einstein [2] is given by
where 
and energy and momentum components are given by
Further Gauss's theorem furnishes
η α stands for the 3-components of unit vector over an infinitesimal surface element dS. The quantities P i for i = 1, 2, 3 are the momentum components, while P 0 is the energy. The required non-vanishing components of
Substituting these results into equation (12), we get following energy and momentum densities in the form
where x, y and t indices describe the derivative with respect to x, y and t.
Energy imparted by gravitational waves...
Bergmann-Thomson Energy-momentum
Energy-momentum prescription of Bergmann-Thomson [6] is given by
where
with 
in any coordinate system. The energy and momentum components are given by
κ α stands for the 3-components of unit vector over an infinitesimal surface element dS. The quantities P i for i = 1, 2, 3 are the momentum components, while P 0 is the energy. The required non-vanishing components of Π µνα are
and if we substitute these results into equation (23) we obtain following energy and momentum densities
Landau-Lifshitz Energy-momentum
Energy-momentum prescription of Landau-Lifshitz [5] is given by
where in any coordinate system. The energy and momentum components are given by
where η α stands for the 3-components of unit vector over an infinitesimal surface element dS. The quantities P i for i = 1, 2, 3 are the momentum components, while P 0 is the energy. The required non-vanishing components of S µναβ are
and if we take these results into equation (35), we obtain following energy and momentum densities
where x, y and t indices describe the derivative with respect to x, y and t. In the following table, we summarize our results. 
Energy-momentum in teleparallel gravity
Teleparallel gravity (the tetrad theory of gravitation), which corresponds to a gauge theory for the translation group based on the Weitzenböck geometry [30] is an alternative approach to Einstein gravitation [31] . In this theory, gravitation is attributed to torsion [32] , which plays the role of a force [33] , whereas the curvature tensor vanishes identically. The fundamental field is a nontrivial tetrad field, which gives rise to the metric as a by-product. The last translational gauge potentials appear as the nontrivial part of the tetrad field, and thus they induce on space-time a teleparallel structure which is directly related to the presence of the gravitational field. The interesting point of teleparallel gravity is that it can reveal a more appropriate approach to considering the same specific problem due to gauge structure. This is the case, for example, for the energy-momentum problem, which becomes more transparent when considered from the teleparallel point of view. The energy-momentum complexes of Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and LandauLifshitz in teleparallel gravity [9] are given by the following definitions, respectively
where h = det(h a µ ) and U νλ β is the Freud's super-potential, which is given by
Here S µνλ is the tensor
with k 1 , k 2 and k 3 the three dimensionless coupling constants of teleparallel gravity [32] . For the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity the specific choice of these three constants are
To calculate this tensor firstly we must calculate Weitzenböck connection
and after this calculation we get the torsion of the Weitzenböck connection
For the Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and Landau-Lifshitz complexes, we have the relations,
where P i for i = 1, 2, 3 give the momentum components, while P 0 gives the energy and the integration hyper-surface Σ is described by x 0 = t =constant. The non-vanishing Weitzenböck connection components
where x, y and t indices describe the derivative with respect to x, y and t. The corresponding non-vanishing torsion components are found
Using these components in equation (50), we get required non-vanishing components of the tensor S νλ µ
From equation (49) required non-vanishing components of Freud's super-potential are found
We get, using equations (67-68) in equation (46-48), the energy and momentum densities as following
Discussions
The definition of energy-momentum localization in both the general theory of relativity and teleparallel gravity has been very exciting and interesting; however, it has been associated with some debate. Bondi [36] maintained that a non-localizable form of energy is in admissible in relativity and so its location can found in principle. A large number of coordinate dependent as well as coordinate independent definitions of energy and momentum have been given in literature in both teleparallel gravity and general relativity. Using these different definitions of energy-momentum prescription, several authors studied the energy-momentum distribution for a given space-time.
The main object of the present paper is to show that it is possible to solve the problem of the energy localization in both general theory of relativity and teleparallel gravity by using the energy-momentum formulations. In this paper, we have computed the energy and momentum density components for the generalized inhomogeneous space-times using the Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and Landau-Lifshitz energymomentum definitions. We found that the Einstein and Bergmann-Thomson give exactly the same energy-momentum distributions in both of these different gravitation theories. However, the Landau-Lifshitz complex yields different energy-momentum distribution.
Furthermore, the metric given by equation (1) is general class of metrics, which includes as particular cases well-established examples which themselves could belong to the other general classes of models. For instance, the Friedman-Lemaitre-RobertsonWalker homogeneous and isotropic metric of standard cosmology is one of the above form. We give energy-momentum distribution of some specific space-times which are included by general class metric given by (1) .
(a) Spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker space-time Taking b(x) = 1 and c(y) = 1 in the line-element, we get the spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker space-time
Hence, using the results obtained for the line element (1), the energy associated with Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric in both general relativity and teleparallel gravity is found as
This result was already obtained by Johri et al. [23] in the general relativity.
(b) Minkowski space-time If we set b(x) = 1, c(y) = 1 and a(t) = 1 in the line-element (1), then it transforms the well-known Minkowski space-time given below.
The energy associated with Minkowski metric is found
In the cases of Friedmann-Robertson-Walker and Minkowski metric, we see that Einstein, Bergmann-Thomson and Landau-Lifsihtz give the same energy-momentum distribution. The results for the Energy of these special cases support the viewpoints of Albrow [34] and Tyron [35] that the net energy of the universe may be equal to zero. The results also advocate the importance of energy-momentum complexes(opposes that different complexes could give different meaningless results for a given metric).
